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Update on TSM Clients

Today’s
Agenda

Goal of
Today’s
Presentation

This icon on certain screens will 
take you to a specific part of 
TSM Clients Blueprint (if you 
have access)

To provide a playback on our TSM Client UX effort and to 
secure buy-in and investment to build a Client UX team that 
will unify our TSM Client tools and strengthen their integration 
with Operations Center.

1. Goal of TSM Clients Initiative

2. Discovering and Building

3. An emerging client strategy

4. What we need to be successful

5. Proposed milestones 
10/29/16 3
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First, a story . . .
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1 Goal of TSM Clients Initiative
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Goal of TSM Clients Initiative

To define and create user-centered integrated tools supported by a 
common-services stack that will accelerate install, backup, recover, 
gathering of logs, and reporting.

This would benefit server-side monitoring and close the broken 
communication loops and lag times associated with client/server 
coordination for improved steady-state management.

This is part of a wider plan that has improved server-side productivity 
through the new TSM Operations Center and the longer-term vision 
of a total integrated experience between TSM Clients & Operations 
Center through IBM Design’s six experiences model (find/install/set-
up, first use, everyday use, upgrade, maintenance, & API use).

The TSM Client team is working to 
change the TSM development culture 
to IBM Design Thinking.

Chris O’Connor has articulated for 
2014 the following attributes:

• simplify
• visibility, availability, reliability
• effectiveness with less
• improve insights
• reduce sprawl
• users can design their environment

10/29/16 6
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Client goals are within a larger UX 
effort to improve TSM
Phase 1 : 2012 to Current
Reimagining best-in-class server management administration through 
the TSM Operations Center for backup and storage administrators 

Phase 2 : Late 2013 to 2016+
Rethink TSM Client Nodes & client control with common tooling that 
increase the value of TSM for different personas

Phase 3 : Now to more intense efforts in 2015/2016+
Link server and client system around the total user experience 
through IBM Design’s six experiences for all personas

10/29/16 7
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Current challenges for users of 
TSM clients (agents)
For initial set-up and configuration, or where server administrators 
need access to client activities users are faced with diverse client 
tools, lack of interoperable data from these tools to TSM, reliance on 
un-integrated tools such as email & phone calls and diverse SLAs. 

TSM Operations Center has limited visibility into client node 
operations making problems with client deployment, upgrade, 
registration, and reconfiguration difficult to troubleshoot.

These factors create inefficiency and risk to effectively protect critical 
organizational data. 

“TSM is Complex and Hard to Use.” 
= complex to install, deploy & use.

In recent GTS shadowing exercise 
the UX team heard quite a lot about 
client log files and failed backup 
troubleshooting.

This requires either logging into a 
client node to directly to inspect the 
log files or asking the user/owner of 
the client node to collect the log 
files and send them to the TSM 
technician for analysis. 

10/29/16 8
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Existing Generalized System

10/29/16 9
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Example : Creating first backup with BA Client
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Opportunities meet Challenges

Modernize client tools that reflect 2014 expectations of our users and build upon 
the TSM Operations Center
Out dated and disconnected tools that get in the way of cognitive & workload tasks

Frictionless install, deploy, first use, every day use, upgrade and extensions
One of the the major roadblocks for our existing users and penetration into smaller 
markets

Centralized information of clients and servers
Managing storage infrastructure is a burden which hinders efficient storage 
operations

Smarter software supported by analytics
Our software does not support business performance management & 
capacity planning

“At this point I think that my upper 
management has already made the 
decision to completely get rid of 
TSM in the next year or two 
primarily because the end-user 
interface is ridiculously complicated 
compared to almost every other 
product on the market.”

A majority of customer skills, 
especially in mid-market space 
does not match the difficulty of 
install and use of TSM.

Pulse 2014 Survey

Given current trends software is 
becoming simpler, automated and 
continually “fresh” through 
automatic updates. We need to 
match our solutions with the 
expectations of markets.

10/29/16 11
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Seven personas have been identified
There may be more . . .
We started with five personas that seemed to cover client and 
server roles. However, there may be more as we continue to 
discover and envision.

IBM has generated thousands of 
personas using Cooper Methodology. 
As Todd Wilkens, Design Principal 
has stated:

“Hello, my name is IBM and I’m 
addicted to fake personas—
. . . We make up people, design 
products for these fictions, and then 
act surprised when real people don’t 
want to use the things we’ve made. 
As designers and researchers, we 
cannot let this continue. Say, no to 
fake personas.”

The TSM Client team is basing its 
personas on actual field observations 
(whenever possible) and more 
relevant information about how a 
persona lives their role.

• Data/File Owner (Susan)

• Database Administrator (James)

• Virtual Environment Administrator (Kevin)

• Email Administrator (Frank)

• Help Desk (Janice)

• Server Operator (Lin)

• File Server Administrator (Melissa) - NEW
12
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“End User” means different things

End-User means different things to different organizations 
and roles within them.

In general, end users are interpreted as the person who 
owns/uses the data/files.

When the TSM clients team went into the field and mentioned 
end-user, for most TSM administrators, they thought it meant 
VE or DB administrators.

The customers we've interviewed 
tend to be larger enterprises with 
specialized roles. We have been 
thinking that may be a blending of 
personas (e.g., Kevin+Lin together, 
etc.) over time.

A general business customer may 
like have different separation of 
concerns between personas.
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Section 2 Discovering and Building
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Two tracks for the future

TSM Clients team is using IBM Design Thinking frameworks and 
protocols to improve the consumability of our client & server software.

There are two tracks we are taking :

1.Short Term VE vSphere Improvements 
Integration work items to recover VMs for TSM and FCM & leveraging the VMware 
inventory of the vSphere web client to trigger backup/restore functions

2.Prototyping and Long-Term Storage Strategy
Discovering and envisioning a storage strategy and approach to defining common 
services for different client GUIs and supporting UX models that connect client and 
TSM Operations Center holistically. This will lead over time into a next generation 
common client tool

1510/29/16
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VE vSphere Improvements

A small group has been focused on improving specific aspects of 
vSphere with TSM and FCM plug-ins using HTML5 and vSphere’s 
bridge technology. 

• There was a working meeting in Atlanta to whiteboard possible 
workflows

• Immediate improvements: Overview and Configure Connection; 
TSM Restore VM & FCM Restore VM

• Iterative wireframes to refine ideas around data models, work flows 
and leverage UI Patterns. Visual design and specifications based on 
EVO and TSM Operations Center patterns.

1610/29/16
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Martine, Adam and Kevin white boarding workflows in Atlanta for TSM and FCM for vSphere
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Initial Wireframe for Getting Started ScreenInitial WorkflowVisual Design Concept
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Customer Visits

Early on, we decided to get out in the field as soon as 
possible to meet with TSM Administrators, VE Administrators 
and a desire to meet other identified personas. 

Our approach was two fold :

1. Ask key questions around organizational structure, 
environmental context & tasks

2. Observe people in their natural work environments and to 
see how they use their daily tools and do their daily tasks

We visited the following customers

Piedmont Healthcare, Atlanta

Industry Canada, Ottawa

University of Montreal, Montreal

Intact Financial Corporation,
Saint-Hyacinthe
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Some Initial Findings

From our four field visits and working hypothesis we started 
with, some patterns are emerging :

“Nobody cares about 
backup, people want files 
restored. In the end we are 
the last line of defense to 
solve problems. If it does 
not backup, I cannot fix it.” 

Benoit Dolbec
Intact Financial

vSphere integration 

assumption : We want to be integrated with vSphere with 
separation between VE Admin and TSM Admin.

what field may be telling us so far : Our hypothesis so far is 
being confirmed.

Challenges to Configuration

assumption : configuration and over reliance of out of band 
tools such as email. Install is not that interesting as they 
have scripts and home made tools. Configuring is the issue. 

what field may be telling us so far : It is not about software 
distribution, they use scripts. The issue is configuring the 
client node.
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Some Initial Findings (cont’d)

From our four field visits and working hypothesis we started 
with, some patterns are emerging :

“VMware blames IBM and 
IBM blames VMware.” 

Jean Ngo
University of Montreal

Tools 

assumption : Open to GUI supported by CLI

what field may be telling us so far : Current state is CLI with 
scripts. A GUI will take longer to adopt and new capabilities 
will take time to be accepted. 

What does a client user want from TSM OC? Want to be 
able to do file level recovery from a simple GUI. Keep nerdy-
ness down to a minimum. Would like to filter information 
based on their needs at any given time. Sometimes 
providing a feature isn’t desired because it shifts the 
responsibility of the administrator, which has much wider 
organizational implications.

Integrated Services 

assumption : Users want generalized workflows and 
capabilities. 

what field may be telling us so far : They are comfortable 
with the current way, but would be open to an integrated tool 
– like “magic” which is the help desk tool. A set of services : 
BA Clients - Backup and recovery of files, monitoring and 
reporting. There is a desire to get access to these services, 
and possible integration with the Operations Center. We 
need to tune services to customers and markets. What does 
IBM make and not secede to competitors and what does 
IBM create and have API bridges with third party solutions?
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OSLC Prototype

We believe that OSLC is an effective means to integrate 
client functions, and have demonstrated it using production-
ready technology and code.

Much of the team’s effort has been focused on discover & 
envision activities supported by OSLC.

For 2014, OSLC will be a stand-alone download & Install that 
will run with B/A Clients. OSLC client integration will come 
with TSM v7.2 in 2015.

There are two OSLC 
efforts :

1.SmartCloud Orchestrator 
(SMO) 
in 2014

2.TSM Operations Center 
in 2015
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A focus on BA Client

BA clients are a particular focus of our efforts because a 
majority of missed backups are caused by client 
configuration, registration, or status problems.

We have used IBM Design’s six experiences as a framework 
to look at a customer journey lifecycle to understand gaps 
and opportunities.

We looked at the as-is state and then iterated on a desired 
to-be state in order to begin to understand the scope of the 
challenge to deliver a common services stack to different 
types of client users.

25
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As-Is BA Client
Preliminary evaluation

26

Media Install Initial Setup First Use
§ Customers have largely figured this part out

– Part of load out or VM template
– Script to download/install
– Web page with embedded download 

link
– Media install

§ Takeaway – There are improvements to be 
made, but probably not the most important 
thing.

§ Complexity for end user
– Basic Configuration
– Setup Wizard flow for each extended 

module: web client, scheduler, journal 
engine, online image support, and open 
file support.

§ Lots of steps between end-user and 
administrator.

§ Takeaway – We should streamline the 
configuration. 

– We can reduce the complexity of the 
back-and-forth using a common service 
on the BA client to automate the flow.

§ Because backups are usually scheduled, the 
first backup use won’t happen until the next 
schedule period which is likely late at night 
when no one is around.

§ Any errors would be diagnosed by reviewing 
logs rather than direct observation.

§ Takeaway – We should introduce a 
mechanism to reliably test the plumbing after 
initial setup without impacting the server the 
way a full backup would.  

– This would give the user a sense that it will 
likely work rather than have to check the logs 
the next day.  

– Having a common service on the BA client to 
view the logs would also help diagnose 
problems when they come up.
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To-Be BA Client
Preliminary thoughts

27

Install & Set Up Every Day Use APIs and Add Ons
§ There may be a set of core packages that are 

part of an installer bundle

§ BA Client Set Up : There may be new roles 
that do this that are not defined

§ First Verification

§ Validate the infrastructure and plumbing that it 
will operate properly in first use

§ Susan wanting to see that my documents are 
protected

§ Utility that is always on - it is invisible

§ Not worried about files any more

§ Data may not on an independent device. The 
software accesses your data on a server 
somewhere - the focus is on replication

§ The way things are backed up : ingest 
technologies is not of interest to the end user. 
How they are kept (how long, number of 
versions). The policy is important.

§ The system may ask a user about files that 
have not changed in months or years, what 
has moderately changed and what has 
frequently changed for long term archiving or 
deletion

§ Passwords will be automatically generated if a 
user forgets

There may be three domains :

§ Management Domain through OSLC and 
Open Stack

§ Functional Domain through a backup and 
administrative SDK with different versions of a 
tool from lightweight to heavyweight

§ User Experience Domain where the same 
function is contextually different based on 
persona

Nobody on earth wants to install IBM 
software. They just want the value.

Chris O’Connor
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We have started using a blueprint for 
our content
IBM Design has created an enabling tool to create a project 
workspace to create an overall blueprint, which is the 
equivalent of the older MRDs.

The new blueprint is comprehensive and adaptable to the 
needs to product management and delivery teams in 
conjunction with RTC.

This blueprint is growing every day.
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Other emerging issues

These statements will need further  
validation through additional 
planned field visits and additional 
envision and discovery activities 
with stakeholders.

From initial journey map exercises :

1) Install -- Typically a managed 
problem today. 

2) Configuration -- Requires back-
and-forth between client guy and 
TSM administrator.  

3) First-Use -- Often scheduled for 
non-working hours, so don't always 
know it's going to work until the day 
after. 

• Separation of Concern for Teams : VM Admin, Help Desk, and TSM 
Administrator have different users who need access to different tasks

• Client Deployment : Working through the lifecycle.  Installation of B/A Clients 
is largely managed today, but we can optimize the configuration/setup. VE is 
deployed to a low number of endpoints, and we have done a lot to optimize 
installation and configuration.

• Opportunities to improve upgrade: There are certain points in time to have an 
easier way to upgrade clients. 

• Help Desk is very strong pattern : Often used as gate-keepers to prevent 
spurious restores.  Customers deploying self-service restore portals had to 
take them down because it caused a flood of restore activity.

• Rise of TSM 4 VE slower than expected, but still seems inevitable.
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Section 3 An emerging client strategy
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Aligned with Users

Our strategy is to provide different client users integrated 
tools in consumable unified common services that accelerate 
install, backup, recover, reporting and benefit server-side 
monitoring for improved steady-state management.

Key attributes for this strategy:
Integrated = create familiar work flows and environments that allow for self-serve
Common = allows for common interfaces
Accelerated = connecting workflows and data models for faster input & feedback
Empowered = allows users to connect requests, tasks and outcomes in 
self-serve and closed feedback loops

“In its commitment to customer 
service, IBM learned that the best 
way to serve and prosper was to 
provide equipment adapted to his 
requirements, rather than ask him 
to alter his business to fit our 
machines.”

A Business and Its Beliefs
Thomas Watson Jr., 1961
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Two key principles for integration

1. Embed when FeasibleData/File Owner– Restore individual files.  
Often communicates to help desk or 
administrator.

Help Desk – Restore individual files and 
needs access to wider range of 
computer/services/systems on behalf of other 
users.

TSM Administrator – Ensure assets are 
protected and can be recovered.

VMware Administrator – Largely uninterested 
in BUR, but sometimes forced to care by 
process rules.  Want it to be simple  & 
straight-forward (e.g., don’t make me pick a 
data mover; I don’t even know what that 
means).

With the rise of self-serve and the number of personas identified on the 
client side, different responsibilities means different types of access to TSM 
services and IBM needs to align supporting capabilities to an 
administrator’s working environment rather than force them to use 
unfamiliar tools.

2. Common Client Infrastructure
IBM will need to support many different types of infrastructures today. 
Typical services not available outside the clients are : collecting logs, 
reliable backup-now, restore, configuration, etc. There need a mechanism to 
bind these common services together. 

TSM 4 VE – EVO RPC to Web Server (for 
GUI).

Exchange/SQL – PowerShell Commandlets.

BA Client – Web Client & FS Agents.

More?
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There are variables at play that may 
affect strategy and scope
As we discover and envision there are many variables that 
are cropping up that could affect scope of effort and outcome:
• have not interacted directly with help center and file/data owners yet. The main 

persona that we will be focusing on is the TSM Administrator. We are trying to 
understand the interconnections of each client persona (administrators, help 
desk and individual user) to the TSM Administrator. We have ideas and 
hunches, but not consistent field data – yet 

• each type of organization has different organizational, skills, tasks and 
communication frameworks that will challenge a unified user experience model

• most organizations have no clear SLA policy on clients. We have seen there 
does not seem to be clearly articulated expectations of how long or when 
something is to be recovered. 
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There are variables at play that may 
affect strategy and scope (cont’d)
• we need a holistic view of what data protection is and NOT focus first on  

TSM, FCM and VMware as separate ideas

• we need to create familiar feeling tools that are aligned to administrators AND 
a single tool for the server administrator to have visibility to client actions

• we have not spent any time on Archive and HSM. Backup may be the 95% 
case as archive may go away through unified ingest reducing the distinction 
between backup and archive

• open questions of what IBM will take ownership of vs. creating an API culture 
that other things can be done by other entities and plug into our common 
services to extend value to organizations?
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Section 4 What we need to be successful 
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We have made progress with a small 
group of people
Since fall of 2013, a small group of people with a belief that 
they could improve long known and sustained problems with 
client integration worked together to secure a beach head 
and show some progress.

This small team has gathered, sifted, organized and 
prototyped with the goal of scaling our efforts and really going 
deep and wide with a larger group of people to execute in a 
timely fashion. 

We are ready to scale.
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However, we need a focused & 
dedicated team to succeed
We still do not have an integrated team of subject matter 
experts such as :

product manager, user-experience research/interaction/visual 
design, architects, front-end developers, information & 
documentation, and IBM consultants that are culturally 
aligned supported by deep skills

IBM Design Thinking is built from the ground up as an 
approach to engage a team to commit to a collaborative, 
cross-discipline way of working throughout the entirety of a 
release.

IBM wants all our products and 
solutions to Work together, Work 
the same, and Work for me. IBM 
Design Thinking is our approach to 
delivering products that deliver on 
this aspiration which requires 
diverging on many possible 
solutions and converging on a 
focused direction.

To achieve this a dedicated team 
has to develop respect for skills, 
mindset, motivations and goals to 
create a collaborative culture.
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A growing number of participants

TSM Clients is a growing effort 
bringing specific skills to deepen 
the level of effort – as well as 
identifying subject matter experts to 
consult on specific issues.

We need to expand the user 
experience and front-end developer 
footprint. This will help us move 
resources around easier, and also 
generate better teaming and 
visibility.

Adam	Kallish
UX	Team	Lead

Martine	Wedlake
GUI	Architect

Jim	Smith
Client	Architect

Chris	Zaremba
FCM	Client	Architect

Angelique	Budaya
Product	Manager

Gergana	Markova
Customers

Steve	“Woj”	Wojtowecz
Executive	Sponsor

Chris	Rich
UX	Manager

Ursula	Richter
Client	Manager

Andres	Holguin
Lauren	Furumoto
UX	Staff

Kevin	Gibble
VMware	User	Interface	
Development

Ross	Hagglund
Dave	Wolfe
2+	More	(TBD)
Front	End	Developers

Clare	Byrne
Kenneth	Hartsoe
Fun	Tang
Information	&	Documentation

Andreas	Uhl	
Lu	Nguyen
FCM	Development

Kevin	Dang
TSM	Engineer

Colin	Dawson
Brenton	Elmore
TSM	Operations	
Center

Sponsors TSM	Client	UX	Team Consultants

38
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It is time to expand

Developing our hypothesis on clients, users and both going 
out into the field and prototyping OSLC has shown to be an 
effective means to understand and integrate client functions.

• We need active direct embedding of a TSM Client architect to shape strategy 
and outputs

• We need more field visits to build on what we have observed both in virtual 
and hybrid environments to reinforce or challenge our working hypothesis on 
organizational, environment and task factors – and personas

• We need to continue to improve “IBM Data Protection”  

• We need to expand the depth of OSLC in a more robust way
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Expanding our field work 

We have identified IBM, IBM Partner and direct customers in 
hybrid and virtual environments in established and developing 
markets.

• We are currently actively screening candidates to a short list of about 15-20

• Candidates will represent a balance of industries and geographies from the 
United States, Brazil, Europe, India and China

• We need much deeper and real personas based on a larger aggregate pool of 
direct observation such as help-centers, database and mail administrators

• Will create post-visit survey to fill in any gaps as we aggregate observation & 
interviews
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Deepening OSLC for a wider variety 
of clients
Prototyping OSLC has shown to be an effective means to 
understand and integrate client functions. We are ready to go 
deeper :

• IM058 Scenario (TDP for VMware backup & restore)

• OSLC team already working on OSLC4J implementation

• Target High-value Scenarios for TSM OC

• Tasks: Viewing client logs (core), backup now (stretch)

• Clients: B/A Client (core), TDP for VMware (stretch)

• 3rd Party Integration Comes After
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Customers and IBM coming together 
to interact and refine
IBM Design Thinking is about active collaboration in a 
co-located environment to explore, discover and refine ideas.

• We have defined a four day working summit format for IBMers and customers 
coming together to review what has been done

• Use specific participatory methods reviewing “what is” and “what could be”

• Define a next generation client system (file-level-recovery morphing into full-
featured tools for client users and help-desk)

• Developing more informed hills for future client releases
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Section 5 Proposed milestones 
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Addressing the present
Addressing the future
We are focusing our limited resources on short-term goal of 
improving vSphere, while laying the foundation for exploring 
at a deeper level the next generation client platform.

If we can secure management’s backing of what is in this 
presentation, we have defined activities and deliverables until 
the end of 2015.

44

With TSM Operations Center, their 
path and vision is focusing on three 
key epochs :

1. Reimagining management of 
server-side administration through 
the Operations Center

2. Rethink TSM Client Nodes that 
affect the performance and value of 
the Operations Center

3. Link server and client system 
around the total user experience 
through IBM Design’s six phases

TSM clients is focused on 2 and 3 
that can extend the value of 1
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We are in between history & 
IBM Design Thinking
Like everything, it's all about balance. We have real 
constraints around culture, governance, resources, existing 
patterns and code. Yet, we are also exploring and re-
contextualizing what we know about clients and wider storage 
management issues. 

We have preliminary hills and lists of immediate or near-term 
fixes that have to be connected to a larger story of 
improvement. This can be a bridge to creating a longer term 
road map with more informed personas, hills, journey maps, 
ideation, and prototypes.
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Linking individual tools 
together in a unified way
We have identified four common and two embedded tools 
that bring clients and server closer together. 

• individual tools will be aligned to client 
administrators/individual data/file owner AND a vision for a 
single tool for TSM administrator to have visibility into client 
actions

• for all legacy tools, the teams should look to TSM Client UX 
team as consultative resource for their design concepts

• if we can reduce the number of tools, it will be because tools 
and tasks are based on needs of personas. 
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This will be a multi-year effort, 
but guided by larger goals and 
attributes discussed in this 
presentation.

We need to work in stages 
with deliverables.
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Proposed Timeline
Activities
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Proposed Timeline
Tools




